TITLE: Modification of Two Senate Seats Following a Departmental Merger.

WHEREAS: The Department of Animal Ecology and the Department of Forestry, and all graduate students from those departments, have been merged into the new Department of Natural Resource Ecology and Management (NREM), and

WHEREAS: The GSS currently seats one senator apiece from the old Animal Ecology and Forestry departments, and

WHEREAS: The new NREM department has a sufficient number of graduate students to be allowed two seats in the GSS, be it therefore

ENACTED: That the GSS seats currently allocated to the Animal Ecology and Forestry departments be reallocated to the Department of NREM, and be it further

ENACTED: That the two senators currently seated from the Animal Ecology and Forestry departments be reseated as senators from the Department of NREM for the remainder of their respective elected terms.
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